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It is difficult to evaluate the extent and the effectiveness of reading

te5)
ti4 in the content fields. There are few comparative studies which attempt to

TV
show the superiority of reading in a subject area in relation to reading in

Ci
nj a special developmental program: There have been few studies which have at-

La

tempted to appraise a total school effort. However, the sheer volume of

studies dealing with reading in a yariety of content areas or concerned with

problems of reading in content areas is sufficient to IcArrant the opinion that

something good is going on. EXactly how good this effort is or how xtensive

VD

it Is remains relative but is probably a definite improvement over the situa-

tion a decade ago.

041
The literature on this topic falls generally into three categories:

1. EXpository or descriptive articles which urge, recommend or demonstrate

'1)

the application of reading principles in the content-area fields, These

are numerous and unfortunately repetitious; but their continuing appearance

In our own journals, in other professiona1 journals, and on the programs of

professional conferences is evidence that the message is being presented.
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2. Individual studies 'rc:1t.in t vLr'oc:3 Jpecific tecLniques, applications

or problems involve w14,o r2oqil in o:ecial content areas. gane of these

are action research ax c. otber art, Npre ambitious, well-controlled studies

of individual problems or whde-school efforts. Most of these are done by

people with an avowed intertwt in reading.

3. Investigation by content-area people themselves relative to the reading

ability of their students and readability of their own texts--additional

proof that the subject-matter teachers themselves are involved with this

problem.

The evidence is extensive but inconclusive. If the objective is to

make every content-area teacher concerned with reading instruction as it re-

lates to his subject-matter and somewhat knowledgable regarding techniques

and methods, then it is almost impossible to assess the degree and the quality

of growth. What we have in the literature does confirm a high degree of in-

terest on both sides--ftom reading specialists advocating, recommending and

demonstrating how content-area teachers may extend good reading practice and

fram subject-matter teachers themselves investigating matters of personal

interest. Nonetheless the studies are scattered and uncoordinated., probably

representative of a relatively small portion of the profession.

Nor can these studies be categorized to permit av general conclusion.

They cover all levels from fourth grade to college; they examine efforts in

almost all subject-matter areas with English, social studies and science pre-

dominating; they investigate behaviors as diverse as word analysis, vocabulary,

purposeful reading, the relationship between literal and critical reading,

both general and specific they are produced by reading specialists and by

content-area people. Other studies appraise the quality of content-area pre-

paration for reading instruction, the general role of the content-area teacher,
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the kindc of readirw nvIct;ceo i/Jvc,:!v , w1L, ulibject-matter teachin.::. Others

ctscribe and attempt tc convert whole departments and

schools to the need for ill..!,rovcf, '-e!ojw' ipstruction in the content areas.

Specific findings, however, tze , ijdtetl Imo for'bid generalizatlon. They are

frequently clouaea by !fault:! t.ouo.Loy cr analysis, recognized limitations,

ana conclusions which have minimal aplAication. They, nevertheless, indicate

a relatively high degree of interest, increasing sophistication and focus on

research efforts, and undoubtedly effect 'eider influenceparticularly among

other content-area teachers--than pragmatism or optimism might recognize.

The studies presented here, therefore, are selected more as representative

of what is going on in research than as proof of quality; the conclusions cited

demnnstrate tendencies to this point and directions for the future.

The first set of studies reviewed demonstrate a variety of efforts

beine made to assess content-area reading and indicate that the classroom

teacher may be better equipped to deal with some reading problems than a

special reading teacher might be.

General Studies

One of the earliest studies of reading in the content-areas was done by

Eva Bond in 1938 (4). She investigated the relationship between general read-

ing ability and achievement in specific fields for three-hundred ninth-grade

pupils. Using principally a series of ivastuttinkt (English, Literary

Acquaintance, Latin, General Mathematics, Algrbra, General Science) and the

lanAllagultAlnomt, and the Traxler for reading ability, she sought the

answer to the questions "Row well does a good general reader perform in Eng-

lish, Latin, math, and science?" and "Does he perform equally well in all other

subjects or are some subjects more directly benefited than others?" She con-

cluded that "There is no such thing as a critical level of reading ability
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above which added improvement in reacing is no longer a factor in achieve-

ment at the ninth graae level.' her findins "indicate that any increase in

reading ability will be reflected in increased scholastic achievement." She

states that her study supports the statement that "Every teacher should be a

teacher of reading.'

Fay (p) described several experiments in which classroom teachers attempted

to apply reading to their specific content field. One of these will serve to

represent what can be done by the interested teacher.

A fourth-grade teacher used her entire class of 45 children in an attempt

to see how much gain could be made in arithmetic reasoning in ono semester as

a result of special emphasis on reading skills and vocabulary. She employed

the Stanford Achievement Test Form 3, to determine the ability of the students

to handle paragraph comprehension and arithmetic reasoning. The results showed

a range in reading Mbility from 1.7 to 8.6. The teacher stressed skill and

comprehension with her pupils ana gave apecific vraining in the following

&kills: skimming to find the answer to a specific question, skimming to got a

total impression, reading to grasp the main idea, reading to follow sequence

of events, reading to note and recall details, following directions, critical

reading, end remembering what one has read. A special drill vas given tn

vocabulary along with computational skillet.

Using another form of the Stanford Achievement Test, the teacher assessed

the improvement the students made at the end of one semester of the experiment,

that is, four months having lapsed between the two tests. Results indicated a

substantial gain in both paragraph meaning and arithmetic reasoning. On the

second test, 22 pupils, or 49 per cent of the class, were performing at MU..

grade level and above in paragraph reading. 24 pupils or 53 per cent of the

class were performing at fifty-grade level or better in paragraph reading. The



class median gain in paragraph reading vas si.,; months. The median gain for

the class in arithmetic reading was 9 months which was equal to twice the time'

spent in the experiment.

A careful study by Krantz (13) re-enforces the essential role of the content-

area teacher in development of reading and study sYills. In a comparative

longitudinal study he examined the relationship of reading abilities and basic

skills of the elementary school with success in the interpretation of context

materials in the high school. Through school records and specific testing,

he obtained massive data on 471 pupils: 215 as seventh graders in 1947 and

again as eleventh graders in 1952; 256 as seventh graders in 1949 and again

as ninth graders in 1952. He used a wide variety of instruments and analysed

his variables through sero-order correlation and multible regression. Among

his many conclusions, he noted that (1) development of reading ability specific

to a content area is highly important to pupil achievement in the elementary

and secondary school; and (2) in general, it is highly important to analyse

the content fields,and find related study skills, as yet unmeawured. Dy

plication, he indicates that the content-area teacher is best equipped to deal

with these reading and study skills.

Melis in 1964 (16) surveyed 177 intermediate-grade teachers to discover

their use of "appraved" reading approaches in the field of science and social

studies. H. listed sixteen areas; 177 or 84.1 per cent of the teachers responded.

He noted the following: (1) application of "good reading practices" are more

frequent at successively higher grade levele; (2) they aro more commion among

social studies teachers than science; (3) the years of experience of a teacher

is not a significant factor in determining methods; (h) advanced training and

preparation is not significantly related to difference in method; (5) teachers ap-

peared to follow the reccommindations of experts in using available materiale.
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This obviously is tne kind of infomaticr that we need. Unfortunately

this study leaves much to be aesired i.a total methodology and treatment of

the material is inauequate to provide us with very much guidance. It does,

however, give some hint of the need and possible application.

Another important area of concern in intensifying reading instruction in

the content areas is the possible value of in-service work done by reading

consultants. In 19631 Zepp (26) attempted (1) to identify basic reading and

reading-study skills to be emphasized in subject-matter classes of grades

seven and eight; (2) to help teachers formulate vsys to assist pupils to develop

these skills in grades seven and eight in English, history, geography and

science; (3) to show hov a curriculum coordinator can do good in-service vork

vith sUbject-matter teachers; and (4) to see if these efforts bring any

provement in pupils' involvement in the program.

Zepp administered silent reading test, work study skills tests, and social

studies and science achievement tests to all seventh-grade pupils in Septmiber

of 19,8; hi retested them at the end of the eighth grade. In the **antis*,

he held monthly planning sessions vlth the seivell cooperating teachers in an

attempt to make teachers more sophisticated in the reading areas applicable

to their subject matter. The results are reported in terns of docile improve-

ment vith no statistical test. For example, from the beginning of the seventh

to the end of the eighth grade, 53.9 percent of the students involved gained

in silent reading skills, 12.9 per cent regressed and 33,2 per cent shoved no

gain. The other improvements were similarly reported. He does suggest, however,

that the folloving reading and study skills are valuable: pronunciation, word

meaning, basic locational and reference skills. lie concludes that junior high

school teachers vithout specialized training in the teaching of reading can boo

guided through in-service programs to develop an understanding of basic reading

skills in the regular subject-natter classes.
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It is regrettable that this ztudy, so very promising, should have serious

deficiencies. We note the lack of a control group, of statisfical verification,

the failure to specitr the nature of the gains or the effect on the content-

area served. Little is said with regard to teacher aptitude, cooperation or

attrition, or of the time involved. Nevertheless, it is studies such as this,

if properly conducted, 'which will reveal to us the real degree and nature of

improvement of reading in the content fields.

Smith (E) reported a year-long "experiment" in cooperation toward teading

improvement by Engliwh, general science and social studies departments of a

New York high school. lt was designed to evolve a method to iaprove the read-

ing and the writing skills of ninth-gtede students, The procedures as out-

lined are excellent and such as should be employed in any departmental effort.

Actually the report involves nothing more than affirmative observations as

to the value of the work, the degree of cooperation which existed, and the

personal satisfaction on the part of the teachers. Again it is regrettable

that fullyr information is not given with regard to the cooperation of the

teachers, the varying degrees of cooperation from one department to another,

and the strength of leadership involved in the total program. It is interest-

ing that the general science teachers mho participated in the program claimed

that they sacrificed almost one-half of the usual content time in order to

conduct the reading exercises involved. This experiaent is likewise illustras.

tive of the possibilities but it provides us -with very little evidence for

evaluation.

These several studies indicate some of the difficulties involved in any

attempt to involve all departments of a school in a totally lategrated and

cooperative reading effort. A study by Bream and Roe= (5) points up others

difficulties in enlisting the full cooperation of subject-matter teachers in
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in reading development. Working on the 1)remisc that knowledge of reading

skills necessary for successful reading of subject-matter materials is a pre-

requisite to teaching the studeas tc mffeetively read such material, they

sent a questionnaire to the non-reading teachers of sixteen high schools;

they received seventy returns. The investigators noted: (1) considerable dis-

crepancy betveen conception and knowledge of reading skills of sublect-area

teachers and of experts in reading; (2) the thinking of reading experts is

not being effectively transmitted to subject-area classroom teachers; (3) teach-

ers seem more aware of student incompetTmcies than of competencies; (4) mathe-

matics and English teachers are generally most responsive to the question of

reading skills; (5) formal or in-service training does not appear to increase

the awareness of reading slants necessary for successful reading in the !sub-

ject areas; (6) the existence of a reading program and the presence of a read-

ing Opecialist does not seem to have much effect on the subject-matter teacher's

awareness of the student needs. Braam and Roehm concluded that it is evident

that communication between experts and classroom people is not being effected

through existing channels of professional writing, instructional programs

in the teaching of reading, or by reading specialists in the schools.

These studies, then, do represent the need and the posstble gains which slay

result from increased effort in the content areas. They demonstrate that indivi-

dual teachers with good will can effect improvement, that the content-area

teachers are best equipped to deal with some kinds of reading problems; that

teachers of allied content areas may work cooperatively together; bUt that there

appears to be a great lack of sophistication in reading techniques among content-

area teachers and, in general, no concerted effort to integrate reading in-

struction with sUbject matter.



Otme Specific Applications

The following studies represent efforts at several levels and in vary-

ing reading behaviors and subject matters toward improvement of content-area

reading.

Several studies--even some recently completed but yet unpublished--indicate

that word analysis on the study of word parts is the best technique or ap-

proach for vocabulary development in the content fields. Severson (20),

for example, reports that an experimental group made 17 per cent better gains

in vocabulary than did the control gx.opp when vocabulary vas attacked through

study of prefixes, suffixes, rootid and meanings in biology.

In 1961 Koester (12) investigated fifty 6th-graders to discover differences

in reading science material for two specific purposes. He developed two tests

of purposeful reading, each consisting of a series of twenty different exposi-

tory passages in science. Group A. was instructed to read to understand step-

by-step directions; Group B, to find the best explanation of the events The

passages were administered two sash for ten successive school days. Both groups

took the sane comprehension test and recorded their self-perceived readimg be-

haviors. Kbester found no significant differences iu rata or eamprehension

between, the two groups. Students with high intelligence end high science

achievement scored bettor. In al, although the reel differences are not clear,

there sealed to be no notable difference as a result of varying the purpose

fOr reading. (Unfortunately no reliability data is supplied on his instrument

and the statistical details in the abstract are inadequate.)

Likewise working with sixth graderst Shores (21) found that they were not

clear in their own minds as to their purposes in reading or how to apply the

purposes. In yet another study, he (22) reported that pupils do very their per

formes with different kinds of material read for defined purposes.
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The relationship between awareness of structural relationships in English

and ability in reading comprehension was tested by O'Donnell (17). Using a

self-constructed test and the _C_92p_eL_at.iatjtadimZ and the Iowa

Grammar Information Test Form A with 101 senior high students, he found suffi-

cient evidence t, recommend the teaching of linguistic structure rather than

traditional grammar as a major means of developing reading comprehension.

Forseth (10) found that tenth-grade pupils vbo study geometry improve in

reading ability more than do their classmates of equal initial reading ability

and intelligence who study subjects other than geometry. He reported signi-

ficant gains with geometry students whereas similar comparisons made for

biology, hone economics and industrial arts yielded gains which were not sig-

nificant. rorseth offers no rationale for this phenomenon.

Seeking the characteristics of the social-studies reader, Covell (8) tested

101 sleventh-yrade American History studente. He selected the ten best and the

ten poorest for 'intensive case study. The good social studies reader in general:

(1) has a broad knowledge of techaical vocabulary; (2) understands time and plum

concepts; (3) shows strength in general and technical vocabulary and in sentence

and paragraph comprehension; (4) has average or better intelligencei (5) comes

from a middle or upper-income home; (6) has liberal social vievm and is active

in school; (7) likes reading.

In contrast, the poor reader is at the opposite end of this continuum in

all of those characteristics and is usually at least one year retarded in school.

UnfOrtunately the investigator did not rank those charecteristics oi show their

interrelationships. Nonetheless, the advice Itnd evidence hereefforded to

social studies teanhers could serve to strengthen their instructional approach.

Relatishiten0enaleran...p.dSecial Reading Abilities

One of the disturbing aspects of studies of reading in the content fields

is the occurrence of conflicting or at least non-corrorborating evidence. This
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is quite marked in the relationship of general reading ability to more specialized

reading competencies. Perhaps agreement should not be expected since different

instruments and methods are employed and few of the studies reflect similar con-

trols or purposes.

Troxel (24), for example, in studying "The Effects of Purpose in the Reading

of Expository Math Material in Grade 8" found that speed and accuracy of reading

are influenced by the purpose of reading, and that those who read expository math

material faster and 7.ith greater accuracy also tend to achieve higher scores on

general reading ability tests. There is nothing surprising about sveh a conclusion.

Cooper (/) found science-reading ability to be equally related to general

vocabulary, English vocabulary, social studies vocabulary and science vocabulary

with correlation coefficients ranging from .66 to .85. H. concluded that reading

ability appears to be largely an expression of a student's total intellectual and

language development and that differences are not specifically related to differenoes

among their associated vocabularies. He states that "relatively minor degrees of in-

dependance existing among different reading abilities and among different samples of

vocabulary are associated with sUbjective attitudes toward the various stbject areas."

Artley (2) in testing 200 eleventh-grade students reports a correlation coef-

ficient a 49 between comprehension in social studies and in general comprehension

and.implies that iaprovement in reading in social studies could help general can-

prehension.

Mangy (14) speaks to the value of the science teacher's'soncern with reading.

She investigated the relationehip between literal and critical reading comprehension

of science materials, between reading comprehension as messured by a reading sur-

ver test and that appraised.by a literal and critical reading test of science.

Using 513 fifth graders and accepted measurement instruments she concluded, among

others, that proficiency in critical reading of seience materials cannot be predict-A

'id from scores obtained (a) on literal reading tests in science (b) on group tests

of verbal intelligence of (0) OA "general" reading testsvand that profieiency
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in literal reading of science can only be partially predicted from the same. She

recommends that, since critical reading ability consists of relatively separate

abilities, the beat procedure for developing critical reading proficiency is by

providing instruction in each specific skill. This instruction needs to be

systematic and direct.

Similar to Maney, Witt (22) examined both social studies reading in general

and in particular ten specific social studies concepts, i.e., ideas of depth and

breadth which can be applied to past, present and future. Her subjects consisted

of sixty-two seventh graders divided into equated groups, and she employed a

variety of instruments with normal empirical controls and statistical care. She

concluded that (1) the concept approach to teaching social studies is desirable

to develop critical thinking and (2) reading skills are effective when applied

to social studies brat increased skill in reading does not necessarily mean in-

creased skill in conceptualisation of social studies concepts.

Aldridge and Anderson (1) analysed 300 National Merit Scholarship Tests in

Xanses in 1958. From a pool of 7000 available tests, they picked 300 at random..

one from each of 312 high school lists. They used correlation and multiple re-

gression analysis with "t" and "f" toots for significance. Their results re-

vealed that ability in natural science reading was ammmpaldAW1 most intensely by

abilities in word usage and Imola studies reeding; math usage was the least impor-

tant factor and Niglish usage (punctuation, spelling, etc.) contributed nothing.

Readability

Most reading authorities urge that content-area teachers take special inter-

est in the readability of the texts they use with students. This one area of read.

Ins does seem to be a matter of common concern to all the subject-mattwr investi-

gators but not always with similar results.

A wide range of studies would seem to confirm that most textbooks and supple-

mentary reference books are beyond the reading ability, in concept load vocabulary
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or both, of the students for whom they are intended. These studies generally

have used the Dale-Chall or the ?leach Lteadability formulam, the latter more

frequently and uaually without the 'Inman int4rese formula. Two studies, how-

ever, exercise a caution in the application of readability formulas and in the

matter of readability itself--at least in sDecial areas.

Marshall (A) in a most careful study in 1962 set out to discover if a read-

ability formula could predict comprehension of high school physics texts. Be-

cause he viewed the use of word lists as prohibitive in physics, he decided to

test the Flesch formula. Every accepted empirical caution and control, pre-

and post, loss observed. Re selected a passage on electricity fres the most com-

monly used physics text in New York state and revirote itto raise the readability.

Re developed a comprehension test on both passages. Re used the Cooperative

Reading and the Cooperative Phylics tests to determine other variables and eli-

minated any subject with prior knowledge of the subject matter. Every possible

care vas exercised; the whole we's piloted. Finally 1411 matched subjects com-

pleted the reading of the passages. He found no relationship between readability

and comprehension. Students in the six participating high schools did as well

on the test of comprehension after having read the passage vith low readability

as their classmates did after reading the parnage with raised readability. The

good readers and the good physics students scored significantly better than

their opposites. Re concluded that the Flesch formula is not justified with high

school physics texts and by extension with other technical and scientific material.

This would ma to raise sem questions relative to other readability studies of

speclialised materials.

A study by Blue (2) im 196h extends our understanding f this natter, apparent-

ly indicating that reading difficulty makes no difference in the understanding of

scientific reading. Using Mo seventh graders selected at rondos, he administered



eight science selections of approximately 900 words each with varied difficulty

in vocabulary, sentence length and style along with a single comprehension test

on the selections and a four-item rating scale. He t000exercised standard em-

pirical controls. He found no significant difference in science reading com-

prehension between students who read selections containing variations in read.-

ing difficulty of at least three years. He suggests that a test of general

reading comprehension seems to be a better predictor of science achievement than

a test designed to measure general scientific infOrmation. By implication, of

course, bis study points up the concept burden of all reading 'which cannot be

assessed through misting readability measures.

These studies of themeelves demonstrate consiterable interest on the part

of subject-natter professionals regarding the reading ability of their students

and the materials being used. The more recent studies cited likewise demonstrate

a high degree of critical sophistication in approaching the task.

Large-Scale Programs,

To bring this review to sons kind of optimistic conclusion, let us briefly

ozonise Worts and results manifest in a single area.-the language arts.

In 1957, Wallace Ramsey (18) sot out to answer the questions, "Whom, in

vhat elasses and by vhat methods should reeding be taught in the high school?"

He attempted to preseut evidence concerning the effectiveness of a reading pro-

gram vith tho ftlloving characteristics: (1) instraetion in regulsr lenglish

classes vith mo attempt at homogeneous grouping; (2) teaching dons by regular

uglish tesahers who had received no training in the teaching of rending; (3) read.

ins instruction presented as part of the instrudion in literature; (4) attempted

improvement of four important types of reading skills: (a) introduction of the

selection, (b) interpreting the selection, (a) extending skills and nbilities,

and (4) extending interests of the students.
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Ramsey set up the program with five English teachers, spending one half a

day each week helping the program throughout the school year. Re held series of,

eight one-hour teachers meetings with several consultants involved. The work it-

self was conducted with 425 senior high school boys and girls. The English teach-

ers spent 120 minutes a week of class time in the thorough integration of reading,

literature, grasser and caaposition. At the end of the school year the tvo read-

ing tests were readministered and the amount of growth each student had made in

reading was determined. The scores of 138 eleventh-grade students were subjected

to statistical analysis, all gains being statistically significant and equally

beneficial fOr students of high and law mental Ibility, boys as well as girls.

Ramsey reported that two control groups of 78 students each made gains of

four percentile points as compared to average gains of thirteen percentile points

by the experimental groups. Although the research as reported does raise ques-

tions, it is the eooperativelffort and the empirical sethodologr--however limited--

'which is encouraging.

In separate studies, Ruth Reeves (22) and Robert Clark (6) report similar ef-

fOrta. Reeves worked with three low eighth-grade classes and three 'Owlish Umb-

ers, three social studies teeehers and three science tealhers. Clark reorganised

the English department into seven non.graded levels, assisting the teachers

through inp-serties programs. Reeves reported most encouraging gains at the com-

elusion ot the year as widens* through standardised tests. Rut she likewise

reports that efforils to renew the program the followimg year with different

teachers vex, unsuccessful. It had been the control of the experimint, the organi-

satien if the group 'forking together, and the fbeus of interest am improvement

in reading that had mad* tor messes. Clark too felt that their program had been

successful, particularly the enthusiasts and ceoperatios of the eastemt teachers

mho responded admirlbly to information and direction.
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PRE21RAIRE_PAsttts.

The three reports just cited frame.quite well the possibilities and the dif-

ficulties involved with efforts to improve reading in the content fields. It ix

difficult to organize, sustain and empirically evaluate any program which permits

sudh a wide variety of almost uncontrollable variables. Yet the effOrts continue--

although we must admit that we are still in the infancy of the endeavor.

On the other hand, as Walter Hill (11) points out, there are subjective

istic sigma. There in a gradual shift in teacher attitude, marked by growing inter-

sat in the problem of reading ikills and reading improvement among all junior and

senior high school teachers. They are raising questionsquestions which cause them

to wonder whether anything except a full-scale all-school program will ever improve

reading instrnation. Mors and more teachers are recognising that reading a math

problaa, a newspaper feature, an industrial design, a dress pattern, or locating

and critically evaluating special resource materiels is not something apart from

the responsibility of every teadher. They know that readies ability and intellectual

acmes are oomplementary. They see first-band evidence of the high positive corre-

lation between reading ability and academie success. They are finding it more sat..

isfactory te work with poo!er students in the classroom, finding materials and

methods to fit their needs than to assign them to special reading progress or con-

stantly reassign then elseWhere. PUrthermore, they realise the toll failure takes

ea the morale of the individual student, both kis satisfeetion is school and his

chances ca the part ot tesehers of content slibjects. And for those who look, there

are a matitsde of content-area teachers who are--possiblytneonsolouslyeffeoting

good reeding techniques in their normal daily teaching. YOr we can take it as

axiomatic thet any good teacher must be a good teacher of reading in his field.

Others, more knowledgeable than I, agree that research in the aria is "scanty"

(Traxler), "too varied tp permit (classification" (Townsend), "generally meager ami

insuilleiest" ($memers). Mere are tre completely satisfactory progress which ads.

quately emphasise the teaching of reading is snbject areas. Far more and better re-

search is seeded: research in teacher training, is tbe correlation of snbject-matter
46
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objectives and content improvement with reading objectives, the provision

of adequate materials, grouping for instruction, measurement and evaluation

of outcomes, and establishment of guide.Lines for the administration and

supervision of programs once in operation.

"Are we, then, really improving reading in the content areas?" Fortun-

ately I do not have to give any categorical answer to that question. Per-

haps my colleagues can justify a confident "Yea" or "Nay"--/ admit to a ten-

tative "Maybe". There is ample evidence of interest but certainly vhat I

have here presented can hardly clarify, and possibly may only confuse the

issue.
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